Palm Beach International Airport Art Gallery Call to Artists
Bloom Where You Are Planted Exhibition
AMENDMENT #1 - RESPONSE TO ARTIST'S QUESTIONS

Q1: Can I enter art that is 24x36 for show?
A1: Per the Call to Artists’ Artwork Specifications section, the minimum size is 30” width x 30” height, including frame if applicable. The maximum size is 56” width x 70” height, including frame if applicable.

Q2: If I do a quilt will it have to be framed or can it just be hung like a normal quilt?
A2: In order for artwork to interface with the PBI Art Gallery hanging system, and per the Call to Artists’ Artwork Specifications section, art must be finished on all sides or framed and wired across back or D-Ring hanger hooks at top third.

Q3: The art we are submitting via application is just any piece that we have completed in the past correct?
A3: The application must include a single image of the completed artwork proposed for display in this exhibition. Artworks must be in finished and final form ("ready to hang" condition) as represented in Artist’s application.

Q4: I answered yes to the image being framed. It is an Acrylic print that is seamlessly on a unibody 3D molded hanger. I have attached the image adjacent to the molded hanger. I was unable to access the submission to include it.
A4: In order for artwork to interface with the PBI Art Gallery hanging system, and per the Call to Artists’ Artwork Specifications section, art must be finished on all sides or framed and wired across back or D-Ring hanger hooks at top third.

Regarding not being able to access your submission to include an image in your application, only a single image is permitted per the Call to Artists’ Application section. Only complete applications will be provided to the Selection Panel for evaluation.

Q5: Would I be able to put a custom frame on the outside artwork that is being submitted?
A5: In order for artwork to interface with the PBI Art Gallery hanging system, and per the Call to Artists’ Artwork Specifications section, art must be finished on all sides or framed and wired across back or D-Ring hanger hooks at top third.

End of Amendment #1